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shaken loose from the meshes, they at once darted upon them,

exhibittng for a moment, through the green depths, the pale

gleam of their abdomens, as they turned upon their sides to

seize the desired morsels,- a motion Tendered necessary by

the position of the mouth in this family; and how next, then

object accomplished, they fell back into their old position, and

waited on as before. And I have been assured by intelligent

fishermen, that at the deep-sea white-fishing, in which baited

hooks, not nets, are employed, the degree of shrewd caution

exercised by these creatures seems more extraordinary still.

The hatred which the fisher bears to them arises not more

from the actual amount of mischief which they do him, than

from the circumstance that in most cases they persist in

doing it with complete impunity to themselves. I have seen,

said an observant Cromarty fisherman to the writer of these

chapters, a pack of dog-fish watching beside our boat, as we

were hauling our lines, and severing the hooked fish, as

they passed them, at a bite, just a little above the vent, so that

they themselves escaped the swallowed hook; and I have

frequently lost, in this way, no inconsiderable portion of a

fishing. I have observed, however, he continued, that when

a fresh pack of hungry dog-fish came up, and joined the

pack that had been robbing us so coolly, and at their leisure,

a sudden rashness would seize the whole,- the united packs
would become a mere heedless mob, and, rushing forward,

they would swallow our fish entire, and be caught themselves

by the score and the hundred. We may see something very
similar to this taking place among even the shrewder mam

malia. When pug refuses to take his food, his mistress

straightway calls upon the cat, and, quickened by the dread
of the coming rival, he gobbles up his rations at once. With
the comparatively Large development of brain, and the cor-
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